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Localized surface plasmon effects on the
photophysics of perovskite thin films embedding
metal nanoparticles†
Aaron Bayles, a Sol Carretero-Palacios, ab Laura Calio´, a Gabriel Lozano, a
Mauricio E. Calvo *a and Herna´n Mı´guez *a
Herein we provide direct experimental evidence that proves that
the photophysical properties of thin methylammonium lead iodide
perovskite films are significantly enhanced by localized surface
plasmon resonances (SPRs). Observations are well supported by
rigorous calculations that prove that improved light harvesting can
be unequivocally attributed to plasmonic scattering and near
field reinforcement effects around silver nanoparticles embedded
within the semiconductor layer. Adequate design of the localized
SPR allows raising the absorptance of a 300 nm thick film at well-
defined spectral regions while minimizing the parasitic absorption from
themetallic inclusions. Measured enhancements can be as large as 80%
at specific wavelengths and 20%when integrated over the whole range
at which SPR occurs, in agreement with theoretical estimations.
Simultaneously, the characteristic quenching effect that the vicinity
of metals has on the photoluminescence of semiconductors is largely
compensated for by the combined effect of the enhanced photo-
excitation and the higher local density of photon states occurring at
SPR frequencies, with a two fold increase of the perovskite photo-
emission efficiency being measured.
Introduction
The interest generated by the fast progression of perovskite
based optoelectronics has motivated diverse research commu-
nities to make an effort to contribute their expertise to improve
the performance, versatility and adaptability of these devices.
In this context, different approaches have been proposed from
the perspective of the optical design to improve the aesthetics
of perovskite solar cells,1–3 increase their light harvesting while
reducing carrier recombination losses,4 or boost photon
recycling.5,6 Also, inclusion of optical resonators and gratings
in perovskite light emitting devices (LEDs) has lowered the
excitation energy threshold for lasing or allowed the fabrication
of high brightness white light LEDs.7–9 Among the various
contributions from the field of photonics proposed to improve
light harvesting efficiency, photoemission, or other concomitant
effects such as carrier dynamics, those based on the use of
plasmonic resonances stand as the most widely explored.10–14 In
particular, numerous experimental works report the photovoltaic
or photodetection performance enhancement that results from
coupling metallic nanostructures to organic metal halide per-
ovskite films.15–32 However, the origin of the improvement
reported remains, in most cases, unclear. In some cases, inclu-
sion of metallic nanoparticles has led to an increase of the
cell efficiency without affecting the optical absorption of the
perovskite, which remains unchanged, hence discarding light
trapping as the mechanism behind the improvement.16,21,24,27
On the other hand, in those occasions in which light harvesting
enhancement is observed, the absorptance and the external
quantum efficiency reported show no clear spectral fingerprint
of a well-defined plasmonic resonance.5,18,19,22,25,26,29 This
is surprising since, regardless of the origin of the radiative
coupling between the host and the metallic guest, which could
be mainly caused by scattering, near field enhancement or both,
its effect on absorptance should be limited to those spectral
ranges at which the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) occurs.10
This might be very likely due to the difficulties typically encountered
to achieve a strict control over the geometry of the materials
involved, which also prevents an adequate comparison between
reference and sample, complicating the fine analysis and quantifica-
tion of the observed effects.
In this work, we present clear experimental evidence that
proves that metallic nanoparticles embedded in perovskite thin
films give rise to enhancement of absorption at well-defined
spectral ranges. We prove that such reinforcement is due to the
strong light–matter interaction produced by the localization of
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electromagnetic modes, rather than scattering, around the
particles when localized SPRs are excited. Films have been
carefully prepared and selected to ensure precise control over
their thickness, thus providing an adequate platform for the
comparative analysis herein proposed. Silver particles are
embedded in a series of perovskite films of similar, and equally
controlled, thickness. Significant reinforcement of the absorp-
tance is detected exclusively at those wavelength ranges in which
calculations predict strong near field enhancement around the
metallic inclusions, hence strongly supporting the hypothesis
that the observed light harvesting increase has a purely plasmonic
origin. This increase can be as large as 80% at the maximum
resonant frequencies and 20% when integrated over the whole
spectral range at which the localized SPR extends. Furthermore,
significantly more intense photoluminescence (PL) is observed at
those same spectral ranges, as a result of the synergistic effect of
enhanced photoexcitation and the larger density of radiative
modes available in the vicinity of the metal particles.
Results and discussion
Films were prepared following the general guidelines reported in
ref. 10, in which a thorough computational screening of the
effect of different compositions and sizes of both bare and core–
shell nanoparticles on the absorption of methylammonium
lead iodide (MAPI) perovskite films of diverse thickness was
carried out. The reliability of the model and simulation method
employed there was already confirmed by contrasting its out-
come with previous observations of plasmonic effects in per-
ovskite solar cells, which could be rationalized and fitted for
the first time.16 Some predictions of this model are that silver
nanoparticles present the greatest potential to provide the
largest absorption enhancement, and that ample ranges of
relatively large metallic nanoparticles (sizes 450 nm) at low
concentrations (o10%) should be embedded within thin per-
ovskite films (o300 nm) in order to observe a significant
enhancement of light harvesting by the semiconductor. Bigger
particles present localized SPRs at longer visible wavelengths,
at which perovskite absorption coefficient is lower; also,
although the peak field enhancements attained for larger
metallic particles are lower than for smaller ones, the perovs-
kite volume in which light trapping takes place is larger, which
favours a more efficient light harvesting. With these considera-
tions in mind, 70 nm diameter silver particles of cubic shape
were synthesized employing well-tested techniques in the
field,33–35 both bare (np-Ag) and coated with a thin silica shell
(np-Ag@SiO2). Then, they were dispersed in ethanol and depos-
ited onto flat substrates by spin coating. After that, a MAPI
precursor solution in a mixture of N,N-dimethylformamide and
dimethyl sulfoxide (ratio 4 : 1) was spun onto them and ther-
mally annealed at 100 1C to obtain highly planar thin (300 nm)
perovskite films with metallic inclusions. Filling fractions of
np-Ag and np-Ag@SiO2 in the perovskite film are expected to be
around 5%, as extracted from the analysis of field emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) images of the metal
particle deposited surfaces prior to MAPI formation. These
values should give rise to a measurable enhancement of the
light harvesting efficiency of the perovskite.37 Full details of the
preparation procedure followed are given in the Methods section.
This protocol allows us to attain sets of uniform slabs of similar
thickness, as required for the analysis herein proposed. A trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a np-Ag@SiO2 is
displayed in Fig. 1(a). Lateral and top FESEM views of the result of
depositing these particles onto a silicon wafer can be seen in
Fig. 1(b) and (c). A cross section of the film attained after
synthesizing the MAPI perovskite layer, as observed by FESEM,
is depicted in Fig. 1(d). Note that the fingerprints of embedded
particles are detected as cavities in the picture, since they are
removed as a result of sample cleavage and exposition under
electron beam. As reference, films of pure MAPI of the exact same
thickness were prepared. In Fig. S1 (ESI†), we disclose both SEM
cross section images and surface profile measurements of a
sample and reference, in which it can be seen that film thickness
and roughness are similar in both films.
Total reflectance (R) and total transmittance (T) of both
reference and metal particle loaded films were collected with
an integrating sphere attached to a spectrophotometer. Then,
optical absorptance (A) was estimated as A = 1  R  T. Fig. 2(a)
displays a sequence of absorptance spectra obtained from a
perovskite thin film loaded with np-Ag and np-Ag@SiO2 at
different times after sample preparation. All three R, T and
A for a film containing np-Ag@SiO2 are provided as ESI,†
(Fig. S2). Freshly prepared films present, when compared to
reference ones, an intense and well-defined absorption
enhancement band at red wavelengths. The sequential changes
observed in the absorptance reveals that uncoated np-Ag
undergo a gradual degradation when embedded within MAPI.
Interestingly, the sample ends up showing an optical response
that resembles that of the reference film, where no silver
particles were introduced. On the other hand, the absorptance
Fig. 1 (a) TEM image of a np-Ag@SiO2; FESEM image of (b) side and
(c) top views of Ag@SiO2 particles deposited onto a silicon wafer; (d) FESEM
image of a cross section of the resulting np-Ag@SiO2 loaded perovskite film
attained.
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of slabs embedding np-Ag@SiO2 showed significantly less
degradation, albeit less initial enhancement, than the np-Ag ones.
Simulated spectra, calculated following a procedure reported
before10,36 and using as input the parameters extracted from
electron microscopy analysis, are depicted in Fig. 2(b). In these
fittings, the only free parameter is the metal particle concen-
tration, which is found to be 5.8%, in good agreement with the
estimations based on the analysis of FESEM images. The
absorptance due to parasitic absorption by the metal inclusion
is also plotted for the sake of comparison. The comparison
between experimental and theoretical results (which consider
the particles as isolated) is excellent, discarding any eventual
agglomeration effect. Please notice that these simulations demon-
strate that the significant increase of absorption observed in the
red region of the spectrum occurs in the perovskite and not in the
metal particles. In Fig. 2(c), we plot compared the experimentally
observed and the theoretically expected absorptance enhance-
ments, an excellent qualitative and quantitative agreement
between them being found. In order to discard spurious effects
caused by small film thickness variations between sample and
reference, we also analysed the effect on the absorptance of a pure
MAPI film of gradually increasing film thickness in 20 nm steps,
starting with a 300 nm thick slab. Results are plotted in Fig. 2(d)
and serve to confirm that the experimental enhancement
observed in Fig. 2(a) cannot be attributed to potential variations
of film thickness between sample and reference. Since these
thicknesses are equal, the amount of perovskite in the sample
is even slightly less than that present in the reference, as part of
the perovskite volume present in the latter is replaced by the
embedded metal particles.
At the same time, it shows that strict control over this
parameter is required in order to reach a meaningful conclu-
sion on the effect of metal particles, since an increase in film
width can also give rise to absorption enhancements in well-
defined spectral regions that can be mistakenly attributed to an
optical resonance. This is explicitly shown in Fig. S3 (ESI†), in
which the simulated enhancement spectra expected for pure
films whose thickness range between 320 nm and 380 nm is
plotted. Further analysis on the dependence of the enhance-
ment observed on other parameters, such as particle concen-
tration or silica coating thickness is presented in Fig. S4 (ESI†).
In order to elucidate the origin of the enhancement
observed, we calculated the spatial distribution of both the
electric field intensity and the power absorbed along a cross
section of one of the films that simulate the structures actually
built at the maximum absorption wavelength (i.e., l = 725 nm).
By doing so, we can discriminate between the two possible
radiative plasmonic effects that could give rise to absorption,
i.e., scattering and near field enhancement. The results are
shown in Fig. 3. Analysis of these plots indicates that both
radiative plasmonic effects, field reinforcement around the
surface of the metal inclusions and scattering, are responsible
for the enhancement of absorption experimentally observed. It
also explicitly shows the small absorption occurring within the
metal at red wavelengths. Specifically, averaging over several
cubic volumes near and around the metal particle, it is found
that near field effects are responsible for 20% of the enhance-
ment observed, while far field effects contribute with 80%.
Finally, we investigated the effect that the presence of
metal particles might have on the photoemission of the metal
halide perovskite. Again, as in the case of the absorptance, the
presence of metal particles may have opposite effects on the
efficiency of the photoemission. On the one hand, the proximity
Fig. 2 (a) Experimental and (b) simulated absorptance spectra of MAPI
perovskite films both pure (black solid line, used as reference) and loaded
with np-Ag (red solid line) and np-Ag@SiO2 (blue solid line); in (b), the
absorption occurring within the perovskite material and the silver particles
is discriminated and separately plotted as dashed and dotted lines, respec-
tively. (c) Spectral dependence of the experimental (red line) and simulated
(black line) total film absorptance (A) enhancement attained for a np-Ag
MAPI film when compared to a reference pure MAPI film. (d) Simulated
absorptance spectra showing the effect of gradually increasing thickness
of a MAPI film from 280 nm to 380 nm.
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of metals to light emitting materials may cause the quenching of
the luminescence by electron scavenging, plasmon induced
energy transfer or reabsorption. On the other, the already
discussed enhanced absorption at excitation frequencies and
the higher density of optical states at emission frequencies
should improve the PL intensity. This latter effect results from
the increased radiative recombination rate of excited electrons in
an emitter as a result of the enhanced photon local density of
states (LDOS) around the metal particles, a phenomenon that
has been thoroughly described for different types of emitters
embedded in a photonic environment.37 Photon LDOS depends
exclusively on the optical environment surrounding the emitter,
which is in turn determined by the spatial modulation of the
complex refractive index around it.38 Hence the balance between
the two mentioned antagonistic effects is expected to determine
the photoexcitation and photoemission spectra of the metal
particle loaded perovskite film. The PL spectra for both bare
and metal loadedMAPI films attained employing a wide range of
pumping wavelengths (400 nmo lexco 650 nm) are plotted in
Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively (a comparison between selected PL
spectra attained from the different films under study using the
same photoexcitation is shown in Fig. S5, ESI†). Interestingly,
when the films are photoexcited with lexc below the spectral
region at which plasmonic absorption enhancement occurs,
photoemission is poorer in the metal loaded film than in the
reference. This picture is gradually reversed as lexc enters such
region, in which reinforcement of absorptance is expected,
integrated PL enhancement factors as large as 2 being attained,
as illustrated in Fig. 4(c). Please note that this improvement
cannot be explained exclusively by the increase in optical
absorption. For instance, integrated PL enhancement is 75%
for lexc = 530 nm while the absorptance reinforcement is only 5%
at such wavelength. Our hypothesis is that a complex interplay
between the spatial distribution of high absorption and high
LDOS regions (whose increase is expected to be above 50% with
respect to the reference film) is responsible for the large PL
enhancements observed. Evidence of the higher LDOS is also
found when time resolved PL decay measurements from bare and
np-Ag@SiO2 loaded films, displayed in Fig. 4(d), are compared.
Although a more complete description should be employed in
order to offer a rigorous interpretation of the PL decay dynamics
in organic lead halides,39 the comparison between the PL decay
curves from metal loaded films and those attained for bare
perovskite films based on a simple model clearly shows that
shorter lifetimes accompany the higher emission intensities
observed for metallic particle loaded films. Indeed, the estimated
excited state lifetime is a 25% shorter (435 ns in the silver loaded
film vs. 573 ns in the reference). This simultaneous observation of
higher PL intensities and faster recombination is in good agree-
ment with the occurrence of a larger number of radiative decay
paths expected as a result of an increase in the photon LDOS.37,38
It should be remarked that, as organic lead halide perovskites
show a recombination regime that is dictated by the excitation
power and are also easily photodegraded, in our experiments
we keep the optical pump as constant and low as possible (see
methods), which allows us to discard any effect of the excitation
power on the effects observed.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have provided direct and unambiguous
experimental evidence of radiative plasmonic enhancement of
both optical absorption and photoemission of an organic metal
Fig. 3 (a) Spatial distribution of the normalized electric field intensity and
(b) the absorbed power per unit volume (Pabs) attained at l = 725 nm for a
silver nanocube of 70 nm side with 9 nm thick SiO2 shell, in a perovskite
layer of 300 nm (6% filling fraction). In these graphs, light enters the film
from below, the bottom of the film being located at z = 0 nm.
Fig. 4 Photoluminescence (PL) spectra for 300 nm thick (a) pure MAPI
(reference) and (b) np-Ag@SiO2 loaded MAPI (sample) films. Spectra were
attained employing different pumping wavelengths, with lexc ranging from
400 nm to 650 nm. (c) Integrated PL enhancement vs. lexc attained from
the comparison sample and reference. (d) Normalized PL decay curves
measured for sample (red curve) and reference (blue curve).
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halide perovskite thin film embedding metal nanoparticles. In
order to do so, a careful theoretical design had to be followed
and a strict control over nanoparticle size and film thickness
achieved. Optical characterization of thin perovskite slabs
containing either bare or silica coated silver particles shows
that plasmonic enhancement effects take place in well-defined
spectral regions, in excellent agreement with theoretical pre-
dictions. Our research provides a reliable measure of the
magnitude of the plasmonic enhancement effects expected
for optoelectronic devices based on perovskite thin films.
Methods
Chemicals
Silver nitrate (AgNO3, Z99%), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP,
MW = 55000), ethylene glycol (EG,Z99.8%), tetraethyl orthosilicate
(TEOS,Z99%), ammonia water (NH3(aq), 28%), methylammonium
iodide (MAI, 99.9%), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and N,N-dimethyl-
formamide (DMF) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as
received without any purification. Lead iodide (PbI2, 99.8%) was
purchased from TCI and used as received.
Silver nanocube (np-Ag) synthesis
Ag nanocubes of 70 nm of side length were synthesized
accordingly to a previously reported procedure.34 Briefly, 1 mL
of EG was preheated at 140 1C in an oil bath for 10 min; after
that, 50 mL of 60 mM (3 mmol) HCl solution in EG was added into
the vial and was left stirring for 3 minutes. Afterward, 1 mL of
0.2 M (200 mmol) AgNO3 solution in EG was added dropwise into
the vial, with vigorous stirring. After another 3 min, 1 mL of
0.12M (120 mmol) PVP solution in EG was slowly added dropwise
to the solution. The vial was maintained uncapped for 3.5 hours
and then capped for 95 min more, during continuous stirring at
140 1C in an oil bath. The product was then quenched in a water
bath at room temperature for 20 min and washed several times
with acetone and distilled water.
SiO2 coating of Ag nanocubes (np-Ag@SiO2)
A thin coating of SiO2 (9 nm) was achieved through the Sto¨ber
process, as previously reported.35 The dispersion of Ag nano-
cubes in water was sonicated during 1 minute and thereafter
125 mL of TEOS were added to the dispersion. After sonicating
for two minutes, the solution was injected into stirring solution
of 3 mL of EtOH with 250 mL of ammonia solution (32%). The
solution was kept stirring for 8–10 min, then quenched by
pouring it in 40 mL of EtOH. The product was cleaned by
several washing and centrifugations with absolute ethanol.
Perovskite film synthesis
Perovskite film was deposited by spin coating from a precursor
solution prepared by mixing 0.502 g of PbI2 with 0.179 g of MAI in
1.6 g of a 4 :1 (v/v) DMF:DMSO solution. Once the salts were fully
dissolved, the solution was deposited either on top of the glass
substrate (for reference sample) or above the previously deposited
nanoparticle film. The Ag or Ag@SiO2 nanoparticle loaded film was
prepared by spin coating the dispersion of the nanoparticles with a
three-step program: first, the solution was spin coated at 500 rpm for
10 s, then at 1000 rpm for 15 s and finally at 2000 rpm for 20 s. For
the perovskite film deposition, a two-step spin coating program was
used: the solution was first spin coated at 1000 rpm for 10 s and
then at 3000 rpm for 30 s. 230 mL of chlorobenzene were dropped on
top of the surface during the spinning process after 15 s.
Optical characterization
Total transmittance (TT) and total reflectance (TR) of perovskite
films were measured with an integrating sphere (DRA-2500,
Agilent) attached to a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Cary
5000, Agilent). The photoexcitation and photoemission spectra
and photoluminescence dynamics were measured with a spec-
trofluorometer (FLS1000, Edinburgh Instruments). The output
optical power of the Xenon lamp at every excitation wavelength
employed is low enough (o2 mW cm2) to ensure the stability
of the films, as we could confirm both by visual inspection and
from the stability and reproducibility of the measurements. All
results presented in Fig. 4 have been corrected to account for
these spectral variation of the optical power.
Numerical calculations
Three-dimensional (3D) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulations are performed using the software FDTD Solutions
from Lumerical Solutions.40 The system is illuminated
by a plane wave impinging directly on the perovskite film.
Absorption spectra are evaluated independently using the
Advanced Method by Lumerical employing the expression
Aj oð Þ ¼ oe0
Ð
E x; y; x;oð Þj j2nj oð Þkj oð ÞdVj , with o the angular
frequency and E the electric field vector; nj(o) and kj(o) stand
for the spectral-dependent real and imaginary parts of the refrac-
tive index of the material,36 a Johnson and Christy model for silver,
and setting nSiO2(o) = 1.5, for both the shell around Ag nanocubes
and the glass substrate; Vj is the corresponding material volume.
For the simulations, we consider Ag nanocubes of 70 nm size
either bare or coated with a conformal SiO2 shell of 9 nm length,
embedded in a 300 nm perovskite film and deposited on top of a
glass substrate. A simulation box size of 1100  140  140 nm3
(of which 300  140  140 nm3 correspond to the film unit cell),
with perfectly matching layer conditions on the boundary along
plane wave injection, and symmetry ones along the remaining
two, are considered. High density mesh ensuring converged
results, with a minimum mesh refinement of 0.2 nm around the
plasmonic nanoparticles, is taken.
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